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Abstract—The recent growth of agent-based software systems
was achieved without the development of a reference architecture.
From a software engineering standpoint, a reference architecture
is necessary to compare, evaluate, and integrate past, current, and
future agent-based software systems. The agent systems reference
architecture (ASRA) advances the agent-based system develop-
ment process by providing a set of key interaction patterns for
functional areas that exist between the layers and protocols of
agent-based systems. Furthermore, the ASRA identifies the points
for interoperability between agent-based systems and increases
the level of discussion when referring to agent-based systems.
This paper presents methodology, grounded in software forensics,
to develop the ASRA and provides an overview of the resulting
architectural representation. The methodology uses an approach
based on software engineering techniques adapted to study agent
frameworks—the libraries and tools for building agent systems.
The resulting ASRA can serve as an abstract representation of the
components necessary for facilitating comparison, integration,
and interoperation of software systems composed of agents.

Index Terms—Agents, distributed artificial intelligence (AI),
multiagent, reference model, reverse engineering, software engi-
neering, software architecture.

I. Introduction

AGENT-BASED approaches for constructing complex dis-
tributed systems provide advantages over traditional soft-

ware and system design methods [1]–[3]. Unfortunately, the
software industry has been slow in adopting agent-oriented
paradigms. It is believed that this may be partially due to
the lack of integration, interoperation, and general-purpose
technologies [4]. Standards bodies such as the Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [5]–[7] and IEEE
are leading efforts to standardize protocols and formats of
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an agent-based system to facilitate interoperation of agents
within agent-based systems. However, a comprehensive ref-
erence architecture describing interactions among agents and
the infrastructure upon which agents execute does not exist.
Such a reference architecture would increase value among
agent framework developers, agent system developers and
architects, and further promote the use of agent-oriented
methodologies.

This paper presents an agent systems reference architec-
ture (ASRA) that describes infrastructure-level architectural
software patterns between functional components of an agent-
based software system. The paper is a product of a team
of interdisciplinary researchers working under the aegis of
the U.S. Army’s Networking Integrated Process/Product Team
(IPT) subteam on intelligent agents—a group that included
active participation of over fifty government, academic and
industrial researchers over a four year period.

The resulting ASRA is a set of architectural view docu-
ments, each representing the design considerations from the
perspective of particular stakeholders, in particular: 1) agent
framework designers, those developing the libraries and agent
middleware; 2) agent system developers and agent system
designers, those building systems based on or using agent-
based software; and 3) agent standards designers [8], [9]. The
architectural views of the ASRA are constructed using a serial
approach for identifying the interaction patterns among several
common agent system frameworks.

A unique contribution of this paper is the use of a
forensically-grounded methodology based on software en-
gineering analysis to identify a consensus reference archi-
tecture. By using software forensics across a number of
widely used agent framework implementations, the resulting
ASRA is representative of the current generation of agent
framework implementations. This differs from (and com-
plements) recent and related work aimed at defining and
improving software engineering practice for agent-based sys-
tems [10], [11], [13], [14] in a number of ways. Most signif-
icantly, in the forensically-grounded approach, we introduce
a quantitative methodology for assessing the adherence of
an implementation to a prescribed architecture. Additionally,
the results of our study objectively substantiate alternative
approaches of a more theoretical or abstract design nature
[15], [16].
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The ASRA enables comparison and analysis of software
systems composed of heterogeneous agents by providing a
set of interaction patterns between functional components
present in agent systems. Moreover, the ASRA facilitates
interoperation by highlighting system integration points. Other
contributions of this paper include:

1) illustration of a serial approach for creating and doc-
umenting a reference architecture based on a domain
reference model (a reference model for agent-based
systems was presented previously in [17], [18]);

2) presentation of concrete architectures mapping spe-
cific components of representative agent frameworks to
functional components present in agent systems;

3) identification of similar and contrasting functional com-
ponent architectures among agent frameworks;

4) description of an abstract architecture for agent frame-
works as a set of patterns for functional components of
agent system architectures.

The primary contributions of this paper are the process for
creating the ASRA and the resulting ASRA. The serial process
uses software engineering analysis techniques and architec-
ture documentation models to derive concrete architectural
representations of functional concepts for agent systems. The
resulting concrete architectures for each functional concept is
compared to identify abstract patterns across the functional
concepts. The second result of our research is the reference
architecture for agent-based systems. The ASRA enables com-
parison and interoperation of agent-based systems through
identified patterns and paradigms of functional concepts found
in such systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a survey of reference architectures and relevant
systems, including our definition of a reference architecture for
agent-based systems. Section III describes the serial approach
for creating the ASRA with an example application of this
approach. Section IV gives an overview of the ASRA and
Section V provides some examples of how to make use of it
in practical situations. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. Background

This section provides background on software reference
architectures and their relationship to a software reference
model; it also gives an overview of related reference archi-
tectures and systems.

A. What Is Reference Architecture?

A reference architecture is a set of abstract architectural
elements of a family of systems or components independent
of specific technologies, protocols, and products [19]. A ref-
erence architecture describes patterns of how components of
a software system interact. A reference architecture drives the
creation of multiple designs for a particular system.

The consensus for describing the reference architecture is
through the use of standardized diagrams [e.g., UML and other
architecture description languages (ADLs)], and describing the
architecture through different viewpoints to cover the concerns
of stakeholders in the system [20]. UML [21] diagrams for

reference architectures abstract the implementation details of a
system and illustrate the relationships between the components
of a system [22]. The recent effort of Sturm et al. [13] creates
a similar methodology for agent-based systems that is highly
complimentary to the ARSA. Where ARSA quantitatively
grounds the different levels and structures in the overall
architecture for a heterogeneous agent system, their methods
provide improved formality at the design and implementation
level. Their paper has a case study with a fruit market scenario
that is similar to the detail case studies we performed. These
are described briefly in Section V.

What is a Reference Model? A reference model describes
the abstract functional elements of a system. A reference
model does not impose specific design decisions on a system
designer. APIs, protocols, encodings, etc. are standards that
can be used concurrently with a reference model. A reference
model does not define an architecture; rather, a reference
model can drive the implementation of multiple architectures
in the same way a reference architecture could drive multiple
designs, or a design could drive multiple implementations.
The reference model provides a common ontology, innovative
and practical system engineering techniques, and software
development guidance [17], [18].

A reference model differs from a reference architecture in a
way that a reference architecture further describes the relation-
ships and patterns of the functional elements and components
of a system. An example reference model is the ISO Open
Standards Interconnection (OSI) reference model [23]. This
model representing the seven layers of the network describes
only the functional layers of the network and does not impose
a specific protocol or implementation. Existing protocols such
as TCP/IP, and Appletalk fit in this model or one can create
their own for each layer.

B. Other Work on Reference Architecture

In the software engineering community, architecture is an
abstract representation of a software system. The architecture
is composed of structures and components of the system, their
properties, and the relationships between them [20], [24]–[26].
A reference architecture for software systems are the variations
of relationships among components based on a reference
model [25]. Collins-Cope and Matthews [26] examine the
relationship between the reference model and a reference
architecture illustrating the relationships between layers com-
prising a reference model of object-oriented/component-based
systems. These relationships between objects and components
form the reference architecture.

IEEE 1471 [24] states that a software architecture is the
definition and relationships of a software system’s com-
ponents, subsystems, and interfaces for a particular set of
stakeholders—individuals or entities with interest to some
aspect of the software system. IEEE 1471 emphasizes each
stakeholder’s set of concerns in the system architecture; archi-
tectural views of the system address these concerns. Therefore,
the system’s architecture is a set of architectural views that
address the stakeholders’ concerns. The IEEE 1471 standard
is based on the rational/4+1 view model [8], [9] depicting
a software systems architecture using multiple architectural
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descriptions, or views, for stakeholders. The views in the
rational/4+1 view model are as follows.

1) The logical view describes the static structural layout of
the software system from the perspective of a software
developer.

2) The process view describes the runtime behavior of the
system, including concurrency relationships and ordered
tasks carried out by components of the system from the
perspective of a workflow designer or manager.

3) The implementation view describes the package layout
of the system from the perspective of the system archi-
tect.

4) The deployment view describes the hardware-software
configurations at a platform-level as viewed by system
administrators or deployment teams.

5) The scenario view is composed of narrative use cases to
provide an executive level view of the architecture. This
view crosscuts the other views by providing an overall
picture of the system useful for all stakeholders.

Other reference architectures also adopt presented architec-
tural descriptions as a set of view documents. The Reference
Architecture Foundation for Service Oriented Architectures
(RAF-SOA) [19] from the OASIS Foundation1 defines a
reference architecture as the set of concepts and relationships
defined by the OASIS reference model for service-oriented
architectures. The RAF-SOA provides a template solution for
which one type of SOA may be constructed. The RAF-SOA
provides multiple viewpoints. Each viewpoint has a set of main
concepts addressed in the architecture, the stakeholders, goals
for stakeholders by using the architecture, and the modeling
techniques for each viewpoint in the architecture. The RAF-
SOA addresses a SOA from a Service Ecosystem, a Realizing
SOA, and an Owning SOA viewpoint. These high-level to low-
level viewpoints cover concerns for stakeholders with various
business needs.

Within the agent-based systems literature, Weyns and
Holvoet’s Reference Architecture for Situated Multiagent Sys-
tems [27] focuses on the agent operating in an application envi-
ronment. This architecture was developed through an iterative
process of analysis and validation studying different agent-
based systems. In their reference architecture, the authors
constructed multiple documents from different views: the mod-
ule decomposition, the shared data, and the communicating
processes views. The reference architecture offered in this
paper is distinguishable from this prior art due to its basis
on source code analysis of fielded agent software.

The need for an ARSA is also clear from recent trends
in the literature. Gholami et al. [28] surveyed agent-based
systems as middleware infrastructure to support a wide va-
riety of applications. While this represents a more restricted
view than taken in the ASRA, their findings are consis-
tent with ours. Khalgui and Hanisch [10] examine com-
munications protocols among agents—work that is relevant
for the design and implementation of the messaging archi-
tectures present in the ASRA. Vokřı́nek et al. [11] look
at the infrastructure needs for coordination and distributed

1Available at http://www.oasis-open.org.

planning among agents, work that is relevant the design
and implementation of the functional concepts of the ASRA,
including the implementation of the agents themselves as
well as how agents communicate and manage conflicts. Seow
et al. [12] offers work in a similar vein, but focused on BDI
agents rather than on distributed planning.

Approaches for agent-oriented modeling, such as that de-
scribed in [14], also can benefit from the ASRA. Specifically,
Cao et al. [14] described an improved software engineering
approach to design of an overall agent-based system. This is
in contrast to ASRA, which focuses on the architecture for
the framework and infrastructure on which these agents will
be implemented.

C. Methods of Building Reference Architectures

A survey of methodologies and processes for creating ref-
erence architectures yields few processes grounded in forensic
analysis of software systems. Most work describing reference
architectures for various systems [26], [29] do not, however,
address the process and methodology for creating the reference
architecture. Research on the methodology for creating a
reference architecture is progressing. Eixelsberger’s case study
on recovering a reference architecture from an existing system
uses an architecture structure description language (ASDL)
and ADL to find commonalities of a system family [30]. This
case study acknowledges that a reference model drives the
creation of reference architectures and compares the ADL of
instantiated systems to create a reference architecture in ASDL
for the purpose of creating new systems.

The product line software engineering, domain-specific soft-
ware architecture (PuLSE-DSSA) [31] is a process for creating
reference architectures in an iterative fashion. PuLSE-DSSA
constructs a reference architecture by: 1) generating scenarios
from requirements; 2) categorizing the scenarios based on
variability, structure, and priority; 3) developing architectures
for the structure-based scenarios; 4) ranking the architectures
based on coverage of scenarios; and 5) repeat as necessary
until all scenarios are covered. PuLSE-DSSA is an iterative
process that yields a reference architecture from instantiated
architectures.

The real-time control system is a reference architecture for
hierarchical intelligent control. The RCS was a basis for a
number of reference architectures. Albus [32] describes a ref-
erence model for intelligent systems, including the controllers
of agents. The architecture was adapted by NASA for the
construction of telerobotic controllers [33] and many other
organizations.

III. Constructing the ASRA

The process for creating a reference architecture for agent
system frameworks starts with reference model functional con-
cepts and iteratively applies software analysis tools on agent
framework implementations to aid in creating architectural
views of the agent frameworks. This iterative process yields
four views, the scenario view, the process view, the logical
view, and the implementation view. These views provide an
abstract representation of the canonical patterns and paradigms
present in agent framework implementations and comprise the
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Fig. 1. Layered agent systems reference architecture model.

ASRA. The initial steps in this process rely on functional
concepts provided by the agent systems reference model
(ASRM) [17], [18]. Constructing the views from these func-
tional concepts require analyzing existing agent framework
implementations. The rest of this section provides a brief
description of the ASRM, explaining the criteria for selecting
the agent framework implementations, defining the scope of
the ASRA and the process for creating the ASRA.

A. Agent Systems Reference Model

The basis for constructing the ASRA is the ASRM [17],
[18], a description of software systems composed of agents.
The ASRM established terms, concepts, and definitions needed
for the comparison of agent systems. The ASRM also formal-
ized concepts and layers of organization in an agent-based
system. The layers, shown in Fig. 1, are: agents, frameworks,
platforms, hosts, and environments. An agent-based system is
the set of frameworks, the agents that execute in them, the
platform (other software, OS, etc.) that supports them and
the hosts (hardware) upon which they execute. The functional
concepts of an agent system support overall system execution.
They are defined as follows.

1) Agent administration facilitates and enables command
and control of agents and allocates resources to those
agents as needed.

2) Security and survivability prevents execution of unde-
sirable actions within an agent system while allowing
execution of desirable actions.

3) Mobility facilitates and enables the migration of agents
among framework instances (typically, but not necessar-
ily, on different hosts).

4) Conflict management facilitates and enables the man-
agement of interdependencies between agents activities
and decisions.

5) Messaging facilitates and enables information and data
transfer among agents in the system.

6) Logging facilitates and enables information about events
to be recorded occurring during system execution for
subsequent inspection.

7) Directory services facilitate and enables the locating and
accessing of shared resources.

The functional concepts are necessary in developing the
ASRA as they are the starting point for the analysis process.

B. Scope of Agent Systems Reference Architecture

The intent of the ASRA is not to define specific implementa-
tion details of an agent system, but rather to describe potential
interactions between the ASRM functional concepts. The
interactions between the functional concepts can be described
from multiple standpoints.

1) An agent-internals architecture describes the software
structure of the control-sense-effect mechanisms of an
individual agent.

2) An agent framework architecture describes the software
architecture and the functional components of an agent
framework.

3) An agent-group architecture describes the structure and
interaction of a set of agents in a group of one or
more agents. The agent group architecture covers the
definitions of agent team, agent organization, agent
society, and agent agency.

4) An agent-systems interaction architecture describes the
structure and interaction of agents with other non-agent
software components within a larger system.

This paper focuses on the agent framework architecture.
The internals of an agent has been studied extensively and
furthermore has such wide diversity that creating a reference
architecture for internals would not be useful universally. The
agent-group architecture also is dependent on the domain and
applications of the agent system. Agent-system interaction
architectures are not directly addressed in this paper as inte-
gration and interaction of agent systems with external systems
is an engineering challenge addressed by systems research and
web service composition.

C. Serial Process for Architecture Discovery

The goal of the serial process is to produce overlapping
series of documents and diagrams detailing many views of a
system from different perspectives.

Agent frameworks analyzed: The serial process uses
existing agent framework implementations to produce the
architectural views of the ASRA [34]. As such, the ASRA
methodology examines three open source, mature agent frame-
works written in the Java language. Jade [35] aims to adhere to
FIPA specifications and standards and is used in research and
industrial applications. AGLOBE [36] is an agent framework
that facilitates agent communications focused on experimental
scenarios. It is used for a variety of applications such as airline
flight planning simulations [3]. Cougaar’s [2] design goal was
to support tasks, workflows, expansion, and aggregation in the
planning logistics domain.

During the course of this paper, the team examined over a
dozen different agent frameworks, eventually settling on these
three as an representative sample for detailed analysis for a
number of reasons. First, these frameworks are mature and
used in fielded agent-based systems with complete source code
available. Source code availability facilitates better analysis
and validation through source code inspection. Second, each
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Fig. 2. ASRA documentation process for constructing a reference architecture.

agent framework embodies most of the ASRM functional
concepts minimizing the number of frameworks under review.
Third, the process for creating the ASRA uses tools that
inspect software written in the Java programming language
requiring the agent frameworks under analysis to be written
in Java. Finally, each agent framework vary in design goals
and implementation. Jade and AGLOBE treat agents as a
computational process that maps almost directly to an exe-
cuting Java thread. Cougaar’s design goals lead to a different
implementation with emphasis on a common blackboard for
agent interactions.

For each functional concept defined in the ASRM apply the
following process illustrated in Fig. 2.

1) Construct the scenario view for a functional concept.
The scenario view consists of functional concept def-
initions from the ASRM represented as UML use-case
diagrams and/or descriptions depicting the use, role, and
functionality of the concept.

2) Construct the process view from the scenario view. To
illustrate runtime processes, a snippet of code exercis-
ing the functional concept for each agent framework
is created. Execute this snippet of code and use the
dynamic runtime analysis framework, Enterprise Java
Profiler (EJP),2 to generate trace data. With this trace
data, construct a UML process diagram to illustrate a
concrete architecture for the functional concept for a
particular agent framework. After constructing process
diagrams for each agent framework, create a new process
diagram from the common features across the agent
framework implementations while documenting differ-
ences as points of variation. This abstract architecture

2Available at http://ejp.sourceforge.net.

for the functional concept and the points for variation
comprise the process view.

3) Construct the implementation view using the static
analysis tools, BAT [37] on the agent frameworks and
code snippets from Step 2 to identify data flow and
package/class dependencies of each functional concept.
Focusing on the code snippets allows one to bypass
extraneous information such as dead code and common
library dependencies. From the package/class depen-
dencies, UML component diagrams are constructed to
depict concrete architectures for each agent framework
functional concept implementation. Components repre-
sent the modules and packages and connectors represent
interdependencies. From the concrete architectures, an
abstract architectural package representation is created
by identifying similar packages and modules across
implementations. Different packages are documented as
points of variation.

4) Construct the logical view using the Bunch clustering
system [38] and the static analysis data from the previous
step. The logical view consists of UML package dia-
grams of a functional concept. This abstract architectural
representation of a functional concept is created from
the concrete architectural views of the agent frame-
works. The clustered data, represented as a graph, illus-
trates interdependencies between components (edges),
and modules (nodes) within the agent framework im-
plementation. Highly-connected modules indicate com-
ponents and subsystems within an agent framework
implementation. UML package diagrams depict the the
concrete logical architecture of each agent framework
implementation where packages are the modules and the
connectors are interdependencies. Packages within other
packages represent interdependencies that do not travel
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Fig. 3. Mobility functional concept use case, showing interactions with
administration and directory services.

outside the enclosing package. From the concrete logical
architectures of the agent frameworks, an abstraction of
the logical package diagrams are created noting similar-
ities and differences where differences are documented.

The four steps are repeatedly applied for the seven ASRM
functional concepts. The resulting architectural views for the
functional concepts comprise the ASRA.

D. Demonstration of the Serial Process

To illustrate this mechanism for developing the reference
architecture, we provide a detailed example of how to apply
this serial process to understand how different frameworks
have implemented the Mobility functional concept. This pro-
cess is then repeated for each of the other functional concepts,
the complete details of which are available in [39].

1) Construct the Scenario View for Mobility: The scenario
view for each functional concept consists of UML use-case
diagrams and/or descriptions based on the ASRM definitions.
Mobility is the process by which the serialized, nonexecuting
agent leaves the source framework instance and arrives at
a destination framework instance. The mobility functional
concept is described by the following processes: decision
procedure, either active or passive; deregistration, halting,
serialization of the agent; migration; and deserialize, reregister,
and resume.

The UML use case diagram in Fig. 3 depicts the two
basic uses cases (ellipses) for the mobility functional concept:
moving an agent and cloning an agent. The move agent use
case entails moving an agent from one container to another,
while the clone agent makes a copy of an agent in another
container. The platform actor invokes these use cases. Note,
this figure also illustrates interactions between the Agent
Administration and Directory Services functional concepts.
For example, the clone agent use case utilizes the create agent
and modify agent state use case.

2) Construct the Process View for Mobility: The process
view documents the runtime behavior of a functional concept
based on code snippets for each agent framework (Fig. 4).
Executing EJP on code snippets yield runtime traces (Fig. 4)
showing a temporal view of the mobility functional concept,
the invocation points of the mobility functional concept, and
the percentage of time spent in the methods during execution.
From the runtime trace, a direct mapping to a UML activity

Fig. 4. (a) Runtime trace that drives the process view. (b) Jade mobility
process view activity diagram.

diagram exists (Fig. 4). The darkened circle is the starting
point when the feature slice is executed. Activities are ovals
depicting method invocations. Arrows represent flow between
activities and packages encompassing the activities represent
functional concepts. The resulting concrete architectures evoke
the abstract process architecture by combining common ac-
tivities and descriptions where and why activities may differ
across agent framework implementations.

Our software analysis showed subtle distinctions in how
these representative frameworks instantiated the mobility con-
cept. In Jade, when an agent moves to another container, it
invokes its own doMove method, supplying the target location
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Fig. 5. AGLOBE and Cougaar UML activity diagrams. (a) AGLOBE mo-
bility process view. (b) Cougaar mobility process view.

as an argument to the agent management service (AMS). This
target location container is obtained by querying the AMS
for available containers in the agent system or by querying
the AMS for a particular agent’s location. Invoking doMove
changes the state of the agent for transmission, pausing its
execution and allowing the Agent Mobility Service to move
the agent. The Jade container serializes the agent and sends
it to the destination container (while removing it from the
original container). The destination container deserializes the
object, yielding a copy of the agent; this new agent assumes
the name and identity of the old agent. When the move
is complete, the agent mobility service informs the agent,
and the agent’s state changes from paused to active. The
agent’s execution continues. Fig. 4 provides a temporal view
of the scenario showing method invocations and package
structures. In constructing the ASRA, one must choose method
invocations that highlight the mobility functional concept and
interactions with agent administration functional concepts,
resulting in the activity diagram (Fig. 4).

AGLOBE’s approach is simpler, using an AgentMover
service that creates a clone of the current agent and moves it to
the specified container. AGLOBE uses Java’s Serialization API
and ObjectOutputStream to serialize and transmit the agent
information to the new container. If there is only a single
agent in the original container, AGLOBE removes the original
container. Lastly, Cougaar initializes mobile agents to inform

Fig. 6. Process view: mobility functional concept. (a) Serialization architec-
ture. (b) Shared object architecture.

the framework of their mobile status and their current location.
Copies of dormant mobile agents are initialized on every
remote container in the system. During execution, the state
of the agent is maintained on each platform via the Cougaar
blackboard. When an agent moves to another platform, it
creates a ticket with the new container location and publishes
this to the blackboard. The new container retrieves the ticket,
initializes the dormant agent, and resumes execution. Once the
dormant agent is started, it sends an acknowledgment back
to the sending node so the original copy can be stopped.
Fig. 5 presents the UML activity diagrams for AGLOBE and
Cougaar mobility.

Resulting mobility process view patterns: Comparing the
diagrams produced by analysis, two patterns for agent mobility
emerge. Jade and AGLOBE exhibit serialization mobility
(Fig. 6) in which an agent’s execution is paused, converted
into a transferable form, transmitted to a target platform,
converted into an executable form, and resuming agent’s
execution. Cougaar exhibits shared-object mobility (Fig. 6) in
which agents exist on all platform containers and the agent’s
state is synchronized across platforms during execution. Agent
mobility is achieved by changing the shared state to the new
platform location.

3) Creating the Implementation View: The implementation
view is the static view of the agent framework derived through
static analysis of source code and identifying components and
activities from the process view. As such, this correlates to
the actual software architecture approach to implementation
of the agent system. UML component diagrams in the Imple-
mentation View represents high-level components rather than
objects. Jade, AGLOBE, and Cougaar mobility concrete view
diagrams are shown in Fig. 7.

Agent mobility in Jade consists of four software components
shown in Fig. 7. The agent component depends and uses the
agent mobility service and the agent management service. The
agent mobility service converts the mobile agent into a trans-
ferable form (i.e., serialize the agent) using the agent mobility
helper component. The agent management service pauses
the agent execution and locates the destination container. In
AGLOBE, mobility consists of three components shown in
Fig. 7. The agent manager locates the destination platform,
pauses the agent, serializes the agent’s state, and passes the
agent information to the container service. The mover service
handles communication and transport with the destination
container component. Lastly, Cougaar mobility consists of
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Fig. 7. Implementation view of (a) Jade, (b) AGLOBE, and (c) Cougaar
UML package diagrams for mobility.

four components shown in Fig. 7. The MobilityFactory, in the
Cougaar core package, generates a ticket identifier. The ticket
can be created directly by invoking its constructor using this
identifier. Using this ticket, a MoveAgent object can be created
through the MobilityFactory. The MoveAgent is a unique
object identifier that represents the state of the agent to be
moved. When the MoveAgent is published to the blackboard,
the agent state is serialized and copied to the receiving agent
container.

Resulting mobility implementation view patterns: Based
on the software analysis results, there appear two canonical
patterns for mobility’s implementation view (Fig. 8): serial-
ization mobility and ticketing mobility. Jade and AGLOBE
mobility follow a serialization mobility pattern (Fig. 8). The
platform discovery component uses directory services to find
the destination platform. The agent encapsulation component
creates a representation of the mobile agent for transport.
The messaging component delivers the mobile agent to the
destination platform. Finally, the agent extraction component
receives the mobile agent, loads it in the platform, and resumes
its execution. In contrast, the Cougaar mobility follows a
ticketing system pattern (Fig. 8). The platform discovery
component uses the directory services component to find the
destination platform. A mobility factory component generates
a ticket ID to identify the destination platform of the mobile
agent. Finally, the mobile agent component uses messaging
functional concept to publish the ticket to the other hosts.

4) Construct the Logical View for Mobility: The logical
view expresses the high level component interactions among
functional concepts in an agent system. While software de-
signers and architects often use logical models to describe
intended system behaviors, the actual interactions present in
an implementation can often differ from those in an idealized

Fig. 8. Mobility UML diagrams. Implementation view of (a) serialization
mobility and (b) ticketing mobility.

Fig. 9. Logical view of (a) Jade, (b) AGLOBE, and (c) Cougaar mobility
UML package diagrams.

or abstract architecture. The logical view is constructed by
observing the clustered runtime data generated from EJP and
BAT and organizing the major objects into packages. This or-
ganization is represented with UML package diagrams (Fig. 9)
for the Jade, AGLOBE, and Cougaar mobility functional
concept. Mobility in Jade utilizes the agent administration
components (Fig. 9). The AMS package handles identifying
target platforms. The agent package depends on the AMS
package and is responsible for moving the agent to the target
platform.

AGLOBE’s mobility logical view consists of three pack-
ages: 1) agent manager; 2) agent mover; and 3) Java IO. When
an agent migrates to another container, it first uses the agent
manager package to initiate the procedure. Then, the agent
manager contacts the Java IO library to serialize and send the
agent to the specified container. Next, the agent mover package
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Fig. 10. Logical view: two paradigms for mobility. (a) Serialization logical
view: migration component depends on the agent execution manager and
serialization components of the agent controller component and the messaging
component. (b) Shared object paradigm: migration component depends on
directory services component, agent controller component, and messaging
component.

alerts the target container of the migrating agent. Finally, the
agent manager updates the target container with the migrated
agent and removes the agent from the source container as
seen in Fig. 9. In contrast, Cougaar’s mobility features allow
agents to move between different nodes (computers or Java
virtual machine instances) during execution. The package
decomposition of Cougaar mobility in Fig. 9 illustrates the
usage of the Mobility and Blackboard components in the core
packages of Cougaar.

Resulting mobility logical view patterns: The logical
view for mobility depicts two patterns: serialization mobility
and shared object mobility. Jade and AGLOBE follow the
serialization mobility pattern in which the agent is converted
to a transferable form before migrating the agent to its
destination. The mobility functionality (Fig. 10) depends on
the agent administration to pause and start the agent and
messaging components to transmit the agent. Cougaar follows
the shared object mobility pattern in which the agent repre-
sentation is shared among platforms. Agent mobility involves
synchronizing the state of the agent then halting the agent
on the source platform and initializing and executing the
agent on the target instance. Shared object mobility (Fig. 10)
depends on the agent administration component for halting
and initializing the agents, the messaging component for
synchronizing the state, and directory services for finding the
target platform.

IV. Summary of Resulting Architecture

This section summarizes the abstract architectural descrip-
tions of the six other functional concepts for agent systems,
the complete details of which are available in [39].3

Messaging functional concept: The messaging func-
tional concept specifies how agents communicate within an

3The complete document is available at http://edge.cs.drexel.edu/
people/regli/ACIN-reference architecture v1.0.pdf.

Fig. 11. Messaging architectural views. (a) Direct messaging process view.
(b) Reference messaging process view. There are separate activities occurring
asynchronously for the sender and receiver. (c) Logical view. (d) Implemen-
tation view.

agent-based system. The ASRM states, the messaging func-
tional concept involves a source, a channel, and a message.
Messaging does not necessarily involve recipient(s). For in-
stance, an agent broadcasting a message or modifying the
surrounding environment are examples of messaging without
designated receivers. There are many scenarios for the mes-
saging functional concept.

In the scenario view, the source agent first creates the
message and appends the destination agent’s address by re-
trieving it from the directory services component based upon
the destination agent’s name. The agent framework platform’s
message transport system delivers the message to the destina-
tion agent. The destination platform receives the message and
delivers it to the receiving agent. The message serialization
step encodes the message to be named, packaged, and deliv-
ered in some manner and awaits message retrieval, in which
messages may be processed synchronously or asynchronously,
either polling the queue at repeated intervals or by handling
events.

The process view for messaging consists of two abstrac-
tions: direct messaging and reference messaging. With di-
rect messaging (Fig. 11), agents directly send a message to
another agent (or agents). The architecture for direct messag-
ing requires seven steps.

1) The source agent creates the message.
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2) The source agent adds the destination agent’s address to
the recipient field of the message by using the directory
services component.

3) The source agent adds the content data to the message.
4) A function/method passes the message to the source

agent’s local container.
5) The source agent’s local container sends the message to

the destination agent’s container.
6) The destination agent’s container receives the message

and passes it to the destination agent.
7) A function/method of the destination agent is called and

the destination agent reads the message.

In contrast, reference messaging is an indirect method of
messaging in which three meta messages must be sent between
source and destination agents for one message to be sent.
However, this method allows asynchronous messaging since
destination agent(s) retrieve messages from a single loca-
tion (i.e., a publish/subscribe channel). Reference messaging
(Fig. 11) consists of six steps.

1) The source agent creates the message.
2) The source agent adds the destination agent’s address to

the recipient field of the message by using the directory
services component.

3) The source agent adds the content data to the message.
4) A function/method publishes the message on the source

agent’s local data store and then sends a reference of
that location to the destination agent.

5) The destination agent receives the reference, subscribes
to the source agent’s data store, and retrieves the mes-
sage from the source agent’s data source.

6) A function/method is called and the destination agent
reads the message.

Although this view only describes one-to-one messages,
agents can also send one-to-many messages. One-to-many
messaging consists of two abstractions: multiple one-to-one
messages and multicast. Multiple one-to-one messages is when
an agent sends a single message to each agent individually
using container or reference messaging. Multiple one-to-one
messaging is preferred if a reliable connection is required
and messaging overhead is not a factor. Multicast messag-
ing is when a framework utilizes the underlying platform
to send out a multicast message to the agents within that
group. From the implementation view, messaging consists
of a single abstraction (Fig. 11) with two components: an
agent service provider responsible for providing the messaging
functionality, and the messaging service provider to handle
transportation of the message for the agent platform. The agent
framework makes these components available as interfaces to
agent developers. Subsequently, the logical view is a single
abstraction (Fig. 11) in which the agent package encapsulates
the messaging functionality for the agent the message sending.
The agent package depends on the container package to find
the destination address of the recipient.

Agent administration functional concept: The agent ad-
ministration functional concept gives a notion of command
and control to agent frameworks to create, manage, and
terminate agents. This functional concept may depend on other

Fig. 12. Agent administration architectural views. (a) Process view: dynamic
agent creation. (b) Process view: static agent creation. (c) Implementation
view: dynamic agent creation. (d) Implementation view: static agent creation.
(e) Logical view.

functional concepts such as directory services and security
used to identify specific agents or agent populations. Security
is sometimes required to keep unprivileged agents from being
instantiated, modified, or terminated. A logging module may
be required to capture the agent administration tasks. Fig. 12
shows the agent administration functional concept views.

The scenario view for agent administration is defined by
three use cases: creating agents, managing agents, and termi-
nating agents. In create agent the framework or another agent
instantiates a new agent. Many other scenarios depend on this
use case, i.e., to name an agent as in directory services, an
agent must first be spawned. Similarly, the process of moving
an agent across platforms, as seen in the mobility functional
concept, also necessitates prior instantiation of an agent.
The manage agent use case enables prioritization of resource
usage, particularly, in environments when those resources are
constrained. Some frameworks offer functionality to control
how frequently or how intensely agents may access resources.
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In some cases, the delegation of resource usage is left to
the underlying platform (i.e., the operating system). Lastly,
terminate agent provides several mechanisms that terminate
agents: an agent can be terminated by itself, another agent, or
an external entity.

To illustrate the process view, this paper provides one
representative use case for dynamically or statically creating
and instantiating a new agent in an agent system. In dynamic
agent creation, administration API enable runtime viewing
and managing agents in an overall agent system. Fig. 12
shows the activity diagram in which commands are issued
through the administrative interface, sent via the messaging
component, and commands performed on the agent platform
to instantiate the agent. In static agent creation agents can
be instantiated via configuration files that specify the agent’s
behaviors. This approach can enable system initialization with
complex communities, groups, and societies of agents a priori.
Fig. 12 depicts the static agent creation process.

The implementation view for agent administration shows
two UML component diagrams describing the high-level
components and their dependencies. Dynamic agent creation
(Fig. 12) is accomplished through issuing commands to an
agent. The commands are issued as messages from the con-
troller component, delivered via the messaging component,
and consumed by the agent management component. This
pattern is followed for dynamic agent creation and consists
of three primary components. The controller depends on the
messaging component and the agent management component
depends on the messaging component. In static agent creation
(Fig. 12) an initializer component to read the configuration
files, a controller component to instantiate the agents and
their behaviors, and the platform component to hold the
instantiated agents. The controller depends on the initializer
and the platform depends on the controller.

Lastly, the logical view (Fig. 12) using a container package
to issue a command, and the agent package to receive and
execute the command. All agent frameworks examined had
similar package dependency structures for administration.

Directory services functional concept: The directory ser-
vices functionality facilitates locating and accessing shared
resources. Fig. 13 shows the abstract architectural process,
implementation, and logical view diagrams. From the sce-
nario view, the primary use cases for directory services are
publishing, advertising, removing, and querying of services
accessible to an agent. Processes within an agent framework
need a way to reference services. This is accomplished via a
naming scheme and a directory maintained by the framework
holding these service names, locations, descriptions, and meta-
data. When a service appears in the registry, it is available
for querying. When a service is no longer available, it must
be removed from the directory. The process view defines a
subscription-based process for directory services that provide
naming, notification, and query matching processes, illustrated
in the UML process diagram in Fig. 13 as having three key
steps: 1) an agent contacts the directory services manager
to request a resource; 2) the directory services manager
notifies the other agents subscribed to the resource; 3) agents
deliver the resources to the requesting agent. To illustrate the

Fig. 13. Directory services architectural views. (a) Process view. (b) Imple-
mentation view. (c) Logical view.

implementation view, a directory services element consists of
four components (Fig. 13). A request producer may be an
agent or other service. The directory services manager services
the requests by decoding, interpreting, and/or reasoning over
the query before sending to the Request Relay. The request
relay determines and transfers the request to the appropriate
request executor and the request executor executes the request.
Lastly, the logical view (Fig. 13) focuses on three key packages
in the agent framework, the agent definition, and messaging.
The package containing the agent components use the Com-
municator package to send a message to the directory service
manager package.

Conflict management functional concept: The conflict
management functional concept (Fig. 14) is an agent frame-
work’s systems to perform classification, avoidance, detection,
negotiation, and resolution of conflicts among agents. Conflict
management and coordination represent central elements of
distributed, autonomous agent-based systems, and hence this
functional concept was found as a common component of
the reference architecture. The literature in this area is quite
diverse and an in-depth discussion of various approaches that
might be included here is beyond the scope of this study.
Interested readers are referred to recent literature covering
topics in negotiation [40], conflict resolution [41], [42], and
multiagent coordination [43].

What is discovered in reviewing the existing frameworks
and related literature is that the approaches to conflict and
resolution are nearly always dependent on the application
domain. Hence, the presentation of this functional concept is
considerably more abstract than that of other agent framework
components.

From the scenario view, conflicts in multiagent systems
occur when agents vie for a limited environmental resource. At
an abstract level, such agent concepts such as goals, BDI, etc.
can also be viewed as instances resources.4 Conflicts can be
viewed as occurring in two categories: goal and plan conflicts.
A goal conflict occurs when the function or purpose of an

4This distinction is admittedly arbitrary, i.e., one could do the reverse and
represent resources and their consumption as goal or BDI concepts.
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Fig. 14. Conflict management architectural views. (a) Process view.
(b) Implementation view. (c) Logical view.

agent (or group of agents) directly opposes the purpose or
goal of another agent (or group of agents). Plan conflicts
result from scheduling resources at the same time, or any
post-condition of an agent conflicting with the precondition of
another agent. Each conflict category is detected and address
through different techniques that raise issues and problems.

There are many methods for managing conflicts. Conflict
avoidance allows agents to execute their plans until a conflict
occurs and deal with the conflict through appropriate actions,
conflict can also be avoided. By analyzing and monitoring
agent goals and plans before their execution, one can deter-
mine whether conflicts may exist. This can be accomplished
through planning algorithms or entities that monitor agent be-
havior to ensure that conflicts do not occur. Conflict detection
occurs by an entity observing the system to detect conflicts
in goals, actions, or resources. When a conflict is detected by
this entity, it is sent to the conflict resolution module. While
the instantiation of these architectural elements will be highly
domain dependent, the subject of conflict management in
agent systems is a well-studied problem. Kakehi [44] proposes
directly communicating agents’ plans to one another when
they think they may conflict. Another method, proposed by
Sugawara [45], utilizes an agent manager to analyze agent
plans in determining whether a conflict may occur.

Conflict negotiation, which differs from avoidance, is the
one-on-one interaction of agents to resolve a conflict. While
this is used in some systems, it is not universal to all methods
of conflict management. An example from the literature is
Lopez [46], which generalizes a structure for agent negotia-
tion to resolve one-on-one conflicts between agents. Lastly,
conflict resolution fixes unavoidable conflicts that occur in the
system by altering the system or agents’ state to resolve the
conflict while preserving the integrity of the agents and system
execution. If agents’ goals conflict, the goals are redefined or
constraints and conditions are relaxed. An example of this
case is the work of Oliveira [47], that incorporates the use of
a cooperation layer that is assigned agent tasks.

The process view of conflict management features (Fig. 14)
in an agent framework must support some internal model of

resources, which agents can collaboratively manage. Other
agents, responsible for conflict management, adjust the state
of the resource model to remove the conflict, as defined by
the model. From the process view, since there is no particular
requirement about the model of resources and conflicts except
that it exists and that agents resolve conflicts, the process
view depends entirely on the model and the user-implemented
means of conflict management. The system is only responsible
for giving the user the ability to construct the model and
agents responsible for conflict management. The implemen-
tation view must include structures (e.g., classes) that allow
system designers to define a model of resources. It must also
contain an interface that allows running agents to monitor and
manipulate these resources (Fig. 14). The framework should
provide sufficient resources for dynamic planning applications.
Lastly, the logical view (Fig. 14), like the process view, is
specific to the agent application the user wishes to build.

Security and survivability functional concept: From a
scenario view (Fig. 15), the security and survivability func-
tional concept covers an agent framework’s ability to perform
authentication, authorization, and enforcement. Authentication
is accomplished by verifying the source of an agent. Autho-
rization is the process by which an agent framework decides
if an agent has the privilege to perform a task. Authorization
depends on the authentication of the agent. Enforcement is
the mechanism to permit a trusted resource to execute a task.
A framework utilizes authorization to grant/deny access to
an agent’s request. In many cases, some of these capabilities
may be handled by the underlying platform (OS or runtime
environments on hosts), hence a full discussion of how to
provide security features involves many domain-specific and
implementation-specific details and is thus is beyond the scope
of the ASRA.

From a process view (Figs. 15 and 15), when an agent sends
some kind of secured or private message it must acquire and
sign some kind of security certificate. The receiving agent
verifies the certificate and then begins to send trusted mes-
sages. This also affects agent migration. The implementation
view (Fig. 15) notes that every security function consists of
a service, proxy, and implementation component, following a
proxy design pattern. Lastly, the logical view can be archi-
tecturally broken into one or more modules providing these
features. For instance, if authentication is supported, there
should be a module that allows the framework to create users,
allow them to supply credentials, and authenticate them for the
agent application. From there, another module may be used to
encrypt communications using keys that belong to users on the
system, and another might be used to provide enforcement,
disallowing users from performing actions that they are not
permitted to perform.

Logging functional concept: Lastly, the logging func-
tional concept covers an agent framework’s ability to perform
log generation, storage, and access. Designers specify system
events that triggers log messages to be recorded corresponding
to that event. These events can correspond to actions in any
functional area and with any action an agent takes. The process
view produced by runtime analysis of the agent frameworks
under review shows that when an event is logged, the agent
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Fig. 15. Security architectural views. (a) Process view: message security. (b) Process view: mobility security. (c) Development view for security. (d) Logical
view for security.

framework exposes logging through a facade pattern to an
underlying logging facility. When an agent logs an event,
the agent makes a call to the agent framework log wrapper,
which passes the call to the underlying log facility. From
an implementation view, the process of logging an event
passes through two components, the logging service and
the underlying logging facility. The logical view for these
systems revealed that the agent frameworks were utilizing the
underlying platform implementations for logging.

V. Using the ASRA

The ASRA is an elaboration of the ASRM [17], [18]. The
goal has been to further establish relationships between the
ASRM functional concepts in agent frameworks and define
the architectural patterns for these concepts. As a reference
architecture, the ASRA does not address design or implemen-
tation specifics—focusing on the possible interactions between
functional concepts.

For the ASRA, stakeholders are agent system architects
and developers, (i.e., those building systems-of-systems that
include agent technology) the individuals involved in creating
designing agent frameworks and agent systems and imple-
menting agent systems. Software architects and developers
are concerned with individual agent behaviors and how they
contribute to overall system behavior. Additionally, these
stakeholders need to concern themselves with implementation
or selection of agent framework architectures. Agent system
architects are concerned with the high-level purpose and scope
of functional concepts, their interaction with other functional
concepts and their greater involvement in an agent-based
system. Conversely, agent system developers are concerned
with the functionality of each concept’s implementation details
and how each concept contributes to the capabilities of the
overall agent system. The ASRA provides value to these
stakeholders including the following.

1) Agent system developers: The ASRA helps system de-
velopers by explaining the abstract features of agent sys-
tems, thus documenting the capabilities of a particular
agent framework at a high-level.

2) Agent system designers: The ASRA helps agent system
designers explain how agents’ functional concepts can

be best integrated for a specific application. For ex-
ample, one might choose Cougaar’s agent framework
for its Blackboard messaging functionality rather than
AGLOBE’s more conventional Direct messaging design.

3) Agent framework designers: The ASRA illustrates best
practices for implementing functional concepts, thus,
helping agent framework designers decide how to best
design their frameworks.

4) Standards developers: The ASRA provides interconnec-
tion blueprints between standardized functional concepts
and layers from a reference model.

In the course of this paper, the authors used the ASRA to
develop an overall architecture for system for network-centric
command and control. This underlying design and implemen-
tation for the tactical information technologies for assured
network operations (TITAN) program [48], [49] was based
on heterogeneous agents and web services that provided in-
formation management and dissemination services in support
of military planning and operations. The ASRA provided the
overarching methodology for making architectural decisions as
to how to design and implement various functional concepts at
the overall, systems-level. In some functional areas, decisions
were left to the scope of agent providers (i.e., agents were
responsible for managing their own resources and conflicts);
in others, shared functionality was provided (e.g., a common
message infrastructure).

VI. Conclusion

This paper presented a process, based on forensic software
analysis, for creating reference architectures and demonstrated
the application of this process to create an agent systems
reference architecture. The process used software analysis
techniques and presented the architecture as a set of views that
address the analytic and developmental needs of architects,
developers, and managers. The basis of the ASRA were the
functional concept definitions of the ASRM [17], [18] and was
presented as a set of architectural views for each functional
concept. The resulting ASRA was a reference architecture
for systems composed of agents and created by current agent
software frameworks. This stance does not prescribe how one
should create an agent system, but rather, allows architects,
designers, and developers to make informed decisions on
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which architectural components are necessary for their partic-
ular system needs. It was the authors’ belief that the ASRA,
coupled with standards from FIPA and others, provided a basis
for improving software engineering practice for heterogeneous
agent-based systems. In addition, the ASRA will facilitate
adoption of agent system development processes by providing
blueprints for constructing agent systems and improving their
interoperability.
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